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Session 1: Writing Quality Technical Papers for IEEE - 75 mins
- Tips and best practices to improve an author’s chances of getting published
- What editors and reviewers look for in submissions
- Common reasons why papers are rejected
- Selecting the right publication for your research submission
- IEEE Authorship tools

Speaker:

Dr. Dhanu Pattanashetti
Senior Client Services Manager, IEEE, Bangalore

Session 2: IEEE Xplore Digital Library: Delivering Research Better Than Ever - 45 mins
- Discovering new project/research ideas
- Tracking the technology trends
- Time saving features while you focus on your reach
- Retrieving the right set of articles from over 55 lakh+ full text articles
- Organising your articles of interest via various research projects
- HTML articles for quicker navigation and discovery (able to interpret articles in less than 60 seconds)
- Discover how IEEE Xplore can help you prepare for interviews and help find new collaborators for research
Session 3: Open Science Initiatives and eLearning course offerings from IEEE - 20 mins

Speaker:

Christy John
Business Manager- Tamil Nadu & Kerala, EBSCO Information Services

Click Here to Register

Participate in the exciting interactive contest at the end of the session and win exciting IEEE merchandise